**Swimmers Begin Pool Workouts:**

Preparing for a schedule which contains twelve dual meets, Tech's team started workouts in Alumni pool last Monday. Previously, the squad had been confined to conditioning exercises, except for freshman and sophomore who took part in Field Day competition.

Several veterans of last year's squad, which compiled a record of seven wins against five losses, will be on hand to try to improve on that record. Among them are Captain-elect Frank Collins, diver; Leo Leaman, freestyler; Bob Edgell, Jack Pine, Len Schwarevaart, Stan Jones, and Jim Hart.

Helping to make up for the loss of six outstanding swimmers are Bob Pullier, Evan Loomis and External Coaching will be handled by members of last year's freshman squad which trained a highly successful record of six wins and three losses. They include Baker, Plummer, Tool, 

**TCA Drive Ends:**

$830 Below Goal; 45% Of Tech Goal

The Technology Christian Association ended its annual drive at noon last Saturday short of the $1000 goal. Originally scheduled to end on Friday, November 4, the drive was extended until Saturday in hopes of reaching the goal. However, by the deadline, the total was only $747.06, $253 short of the desired account.

Altogether 45% of the student body donated to the drive. Leading the living groups with an over-all average of 90%, the freshmen contributed a total of $918.00. Following the freshmen were the Dormitories with 40% of the total, contributing $811.91 and 18% of the dormitories giving $729.80.

**ON STAGE**

*The Father-* Plymouth Theatre. A revival of this ancient comedy—everybody who wants to run.

1887. A bitter indictment against women and marriage. J. E. Barber stars as the brave youth with his own hands to carry on. A love story to which all men can testify. A social problem that is not one means or the other, but a means to a close.

**SPORTS**

**ON SCREEN**

Joe with the Week—The week's basketball games will be played.

**ON THE RICE RANGE**

The Tech rifle team is rapidly approaching its peak to which Hollywood once gloriously returned. The Engineers will play the Northwest team on Saturday, November 11, at 5:00 p.m.

**Three Men On A Horse**

P. E. Rec. 7:45 p.m.

**ON THE ROLLER RINK**

淹 swimmer began workouts which resulted from the tense hard-fought struggle was suffered by the Connecticut goalies. Many of the Tech boys had many shots of the net but the Terriers made many good saves to keep the scoring down.

Many of the Tech boys had many shots at the goal but the Terriers made many good saves to keep the scoring down.

**Darkness Closes In**

With darkness closing in and only ten minutes remaining in the contest, Abens came through with a desperate long shot and tied the game to be called.

The team had previously defeated the Harvard Faculty and also an Army Base Team.

**BEAVER RIFLEMEN WIN THIRD MATCH**

With their first Intercollegiate match still two weeks off, the varsity rifle team is rapidly approaching its peak to which Hollywood once gloriously returned.

**FROSH PLAY GOOD BALL**

In what the Frosh considered a moral victory, they beat the Uncle Sam 2-3. The young Techmen played well in what was by far their best game of the year. Both teams had many shots at the goal but the Terriers made many good saves to keep the scoring down.

Many of the Tech boys had many shots at the goal but the Terriers made many good saves to keep the scoring down.

**FAMOUS FOODS FOR FIFTY YEARS**

The Smith House

500 Memorial Drive